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Abstract

Based on He-atom diffraction evidence for an order-disorder transition on Pd(110) at 230 K, other authors
have proposed a model in which the atoms of the topmost layer are displaced laterally by 0.7 Å along the
[001] direction, with the directions of the displacements correlated at T<230 >K, but largely uncorrelated at
T>230 K. To test this model, we have examined the proposed ordered phase by dynamical low-energy
electron-diffraction analysis. Our results favor a nonlaterally displaced geometry, with a contraction of
4.4±1.5% in the first interlayer spacing and an expansion of 1.5±1.5% in the second interlayer spacing, but do
not conclusively rule out the possibility of lateral displacements
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Based on He-atom diffraction evidence for an order-disorder transition on Pd(110) at 230 K, other au-0
thors have proposed a model in which the atoms of the topmost layer are displaced laterally by 0.7 A
along the [001] direction, with the directions of the displacements correlated at T & 230 K, but largely
uncorrelated at T & 230 K. To test this model, we have examined the proposed ordered phase by dynamical low-energy electron-diffraction analysis. Our results favor a nonlaterally displaced geometry, with a
contraction of 4.4+1.5% in the first interlayer spacing and an expansion of 1.5 1.5% in the second in0
terlayer spacing, but do not conclusively rule out the possibility of lateral displacements &ca. 0. 13 A.
Nevertheless, lateral displacements of the magnitude required to account for the He-atom diffraction results are clearly not present.

I. INTRODUCTION
The unreconstructed surface of clean Pd(110) has been
the subject of numerous conf1icting studies. In a Heatom diffraction study restricted to angular scans along
the [001] direction, Francis and Richardson' observed
substantial evidence for an order-disorder transition—
on Pd(110) at 230 K, where the
possibly first order
average domain width along the [001] direction exceeded
the limit set by an instrumental transfer width of 50 A at
T & 230 K, but was limited to only about 2 —3 unit cells at
230 K. Since Francis and Richardson were able to
rule out the formation of small islands or narrow terraces, they proposed that the atoms of the topmost layer
were displaced laterally along the [001] direction, where
the directions of the displacements were correlated at
T &230 K, but largely uncorrelated at
230 K. An
analysis of the diffraction profiles yielded an estimate of
0.7 A for the magnitude of the displacements. Subsequently, in a study of low-energy electron-diffraction
(LEED) profiles, Wolf et al. observed subtle evidence for
an order-disorder transition on Pd(110) at 250 K; however, in contrast to the results of Francis and Richardson,
their results indicated that better order existed along the
250 K. An analysis of the LEED
[001] direction at
profiles yielded an average domain width of 20 unit cells
along the [001] direction at T &250 K and an average
domain width of 28 unit cells along the [001] direction at
250 K. Wolf et al. attributed the differences in the
two studies to either different surface conditions or
difFerences in the way electrons and He atoms probe the
surface. Recently, Guillope and Legrand
presented
theoretical support for the existence of an order-disorder
transition on Pd(110) at low temperature; however, they
favored a transition between a nonlaterally
displaced
phase at low temperature and a laterally disordered phase
at higher temperature.
Finally, Lahee, Toennies, and
Woll attempted to reproduce the results of Francis and
Richardson in a subsequent He-atom diffraction study,
but found no evidence for an order-disorder transition on
Pd(110). Since each of the results mentioned above per-
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tain to the surface geometry of Pd(110), we conclude that
there is no consensus in this regard.
If an order-disorder transition does occur on Pd(110)
near 250 K, its effect on LEED intensity-energy
[I(E)]
curves appears to be negligible. In the initial dynamical
LEED study, Diehl et al. varied the first two interlayer
spacings in an analysis of I(E) curves collected at 300 K,
and obtained a contraction of 5. 7+2% in the first interlayer spacing and an expansion of 0. 5+2% in the second
interlayer spacing. Subsequently, Skottke et al. varied
the first two interlayer spacings in an analysis of I(E)
curves collected at 130 K, and obtained a contraction of
5. 1+1.5% in the first interlayer spacing and an expansion of 2. 9+1.5% in the second interlayer spacing. Although both analyses were carried out for an assumed
nonlaterally displaced geometry, we believe that the close
similarity between the interlayer spacings obtained above
and below the proposed transition temperature favors either the absence of a phase transition or favors a phase
transition in which the local geometry remains the same
in both phases
such as has been proposed by Francis
and Richardson.
In this report, we present the results of a quantitative
test of the model proposed by Francis and Richardson by
dynamical LEED analysis. In agreement with previous
dynamical LEED results, we find that I(E) curves collected above and below the proposed transition temperature do not differ significantly; thus we have restricted
our analysis to curves collected below the proposed transition temperature.
We assume that the surface is ordered; therefore our incorporation of lateral displacements entails a rigid shift of the topmost layer along the
[001] direction.

—

EE.

KXPKREMKNTAL PROCKDURKS

are performed
in a stainless-steel
Experiments
ultrahigh-vacuum
chamber (base pressure & 1 X 10
torr) equipped with a single-pass cylindrical mirror
analyzer for Auger electron spectroscopy (AES); p, -metal
shielded, display type, four-grid LEED optics; quadru10 848
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pole mass spectrometer; sputter gun; and provisions for
gas exposure. The Pd(110) crystal is cleaned by cycles of
Ar+ bombardment at 300 K and annealing at 1100 K until impurity concentrations, with the exception of carbon,
are reduced to the noise level of AES. Due to the overlap
of the carbon 272-eV and Pd 279-eV Auger transitions,
additional steps are taken to ensure that carbon levels are
suKciently low. Oxygen exposure at 640 K to remove
carbon as carbon oxides and Aashes to 1100 K to desorb
residual oxygen are performed until the ratio of Pd 279eV to Pd 330-eV AES peak-to-peak heights is reduced to
a limiting value of ca. 0. 17 (2-keV primary beam energy
and 1-V peak-to-peak modulation voltage are used for
AES work). After cleaning in this manner, the surface
exhibits a high-quality (1X1) LEED pattern. As a test
to see if surface saturation can be achieved upon gas exposure, the (2X1) plgl LEED pattern of the COsaturated surface and the (1X2) LEED pattern of the
hydrogen-induced
paired-row reconstruction
are reproduced. Thermal desorption
spectra from the COsaturated surface are regularly consistent with those previously reported for a carbon-free surface.
Nineteen normal-incidence
I(E) curves are acquired
simultaneously (45 —250 eV, 1-eV grid) in ca. 10 min with
a computer-interfaced
video processor and a siliconintensified-target
camera. The crystal is maintained at
105 K during data collection. Normal incidence is determined by comparing symmetry-equivalent
curves. The
ability to achieve normal incidence is demonstrated in
Fig. 1. Sixteen video frames are averaged at each energy
to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. Camera saturation
effects are tested by acquiring curves over a wide range of
camera aperture settings. Background subtraction is performed locally during data acquisition.
Beam current
normalization is performed separately by measuring the
current as a function of beam energy with the crystal
biased suf5ciently positive to suppress secondary emission. Equivalent beam averaging (a procedure known to
minimize residual experimental errors' ) is performed
when possible, which reduces the set of 19 curves to 8
symmetry-nonequivalent
curves over a total-energy range
of hE = 1153 eV. Beam indices are as follows: (0, 1), (1,0),
(1, 1), (0,2), (2,0), (1,2), (2, 1), and (0,3). Curves collected in
two separate experiments are in excellent agreement, and
are averaged to further enhance statistical reliability.

III.
Theoretical
with the

..

COMPUTATIONAL

I(E)
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PROCEDURES

curves are calculated

" After

up to 260 eV

LEED package of Van Hove and Tong.

calculating reAection and transmission matrices within
the self-consistent formalism, interlayer scattering is accomplished by layer doubling.
Symmetry is used to
reduce the computational effort. Up to 33 symmetrynonequivalent beams are included when a twofold rotational axis and two orthogonal mirror planes are available as symmetry elements, which is the case when bulk
layer registries are maintained throughout the crystal.
beams are included
Up to 61 symmetry-nonequivalent
when only a mirror plane perpendicular
to the [110]
direction is available as a symmetry element, which is the
case when the topmost layer is allowed to shift along the
[001] direction. Two orientational domains must be considered when the topmost layer is allowed to shift (lateral
displacements can be correlated in either the positive or
negative [001] direction). Since the experimental LEED
pattern contains a twofold rotational axis and two orthogonal mirror lines at normal incidence, the diffracted
intensities from the two possible domains are assumed to
add to the I(E) curves with equal weight. To accomplish
this theoretically, we first calculate the intensities for one
domain and then sum the intensities of beams that are
equivalent by symmetry when bulk layer registries are
maintained throughout the crysta1, but not equivalent by
symmetry when the topmost layer is allowed to shift
along the [001] direction.
„=7) calculated from the tabuEight phase shifts
lated, nonrelativistic Pd potential of Morruzi, Janak, and
Williams'
are used throughout.
The phase shifts are
corrected for temperature effects with an effective Debye
temperature (6D) of 230 K. The real part of the optical
potential ( V„) is assumed to be independent of energy,
and is initially set at —10 eV. This parameter is treated
as a variable during reliability-factor (r-factor) analysis,
and is rigidly shifted in 1-eV steps to obtain the best level
of agreement. The final value of V„corresponding to the
6 eV. The imaginary part of the
optimum geometry is —
4 eV. Optimization of
optical potential ( Vo; ) is fixed at —
OD and V„ is not performed since the selected values are
nearly identical to previously determined optimum values
for Pd(110).
Experimental and theoretical I(E) curves are comwith the Pendry r factor (rz). '3
pared quantitatively
Since this r factor is highly sensitive to spectral noise, '
both sets of curves are smoothed with two passes of a
three-point
algorithm'
smoothing
prior to r-factor
analysis.

(1,

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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FIG. 1. Comparison between experimental I(E) curves for
the (l, l) beam set and their average at normal incidence.
Curves are collected at 105 K.

Varied structural
the first interlayer
parameters
spacing d &2, the second interlayer spacing d23, and a registry shift of magnitude cr along the [001] direction in
the topmost layer
are shown schematically in Fig. 2.
We increment o. in steps of 0. 1 A, and for each value of o
we independently
vary d&2 and d23 over a wide range,
both in steps of 0.025 A. Since the proposed registry

—
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ever, our results do not conclusive]y rule ou t th e presence
of small lateral djsplacements
o
F
the
example,
minimum
r factor for o. =0. 1 A 'rp=0.
r
174) is only
ne liigiibl y h'
higher than the value obtained
ne for no 1ateral
neg
ine thee un
isp acements. In order to determine
uncertainty in
~
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0. 196 can b
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e structures when one assumes th a t th e minimum r factor
or obtained
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for o. = 0 corresponds
on s too tth e global
e minimum
r factor for o. =0.2 A
rI, =0. 238) clearly exceeds this valuee; thus
us, b y interpolaestim
tion,
ion, we estimate
that the upper limit for o. is ca. 0. 13 A,
which is considerably smaller than the value of 0.7 A reb, r
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FIG. 2. Schemati
atic of Pd(110) exhibiting a rigid registry shift
along the [001] direction in the topmost layer.
shift is away from the hollow site and towards s thees h ort
g 'te, increasingly larger values of d&z are tested for
increasingly larger values of o. . In all cases, we allow d &2
to range to values considerably larger than predicted by
hard spheres of bulk metallic radius.
Fig ure 3 sh
shows a representative comparison between
experimental I(E) curves and best-fit theoretical
E
curves for o =0, 0. 1, 0.2, and 0.7 A. The dis la ed
res ect
curves illustrrate various degrees of response with respect
to cr, with the (0 2)) cur
curve being the most sensitive and the
(1,2) curve being the least sensitive. We find that cr =0,
which corresponds to a nonlaterally displaced geometry,
resu ts in the lowest minimum r factor (rz =0. 168) how-

I
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&

)

the minimum r factor increases to an extremel
e rI, = .
,'. As for the interlayer spacings, we find
that d =1.3 1 +0. 02 A and d»=1. 39+0.02 A, which
corresponds to a contraction of (4. 4+1.5)% in d&2 and
an expansion of (1.5+1.5)%%uo in d23 relative to the bulk
interlayer spacing of 1. 37 A. Within
i in tthee uncertainties,
&2 an
z3 are found to be in agreement with the
previously mentioned results of Diie hl et l. and Skottke
et aal.. Changes
Chan es in deeper
de
interlayer spacings are not studied since they are most likely smaller than their associate uncertainties.
The rather large uncertainty in cr can beeaattrib
ri ute in

a.

surface in the normal-incidence configuration. ' LEED's
far greater sensitivity to vertical parameters aat norma 1 inci ence is demonstrated by our results for o. =0. 2 A. Al= . A clearly exceeds the upper limit estabg
lished in our anal y sis optimum
interlayer spacings
for this value of o. differ by no more than 0. 02 A relative
to those obtained for o. =0. Whili e th e use of the normalinci ence configuration surely diminishes LEED's sensitivity to lateral parameters we fi n d th at d omain averag-
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geometry dier considerably from theoretical
(E) curves
'
for the optimum geometry prior to domain avera
veraging,
but onl y m arginally after domain averaging.
Finall y, we comment on the possible existence of an
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FIG.
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between experimental
curves and best-fit theoretical I(E) curves for o. =0, 0. 1,
curv
. A. Note the wide range of response with respect to
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FICx. 4. ( a ) Theoretical I(E) curves for the (0, 1) and (0, —1
beams of a single orientational domain of the best-fit o. =0. 1 A
geometry and their average. (b) Theoretical I(E) curve for the
(0, 1) beam of the optimum geometry.
~
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order-disorder transition on Pd(110) near 250 K. Although we cannot claim that we have reached a definitive
conclusion concerning the absence or presence of lateral
the fact that lateral displacements
of
displacements,
the magnitude required to account for the He-atom
diffraction results of Francis and Richardson are clearly
not present indicates that if an order-disorder transition
does exist, it is of a far more subtle nature. Since I(E)
curves collected above and below the proposed transition
temperature do not differ significantly, we believe that the
upper limit of ca. 0. 13 A for o. is also valid for a laterally
disordered surface. As has been previously pointed out,
the use of rigid registry shifts to model random lateral
displacements is a good approximation due to the fact
that the extent of intralayer multiple scattering is relatively small. '
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